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Abstract. This paper presents a study on surface roughness of workpiece when grinding SKD11, SUJ2
steels using Al2O3 and CBN grinding wheels. The method on modeling and predicting of surface
roughness of workpiece in the grinding theoretical research was applied. However, when applying this
method, it is necessary to identify the value of the roughness adjust factor in practical case. In this paper,
this factor was found by experimental process when surface grinding SKD11 and SUJ2 steels by Al2O3
and CBN wheels. It helps values of calculating surface roughness to be similar to experimental datas.

1 Introduction
In grinding, the surface roughness of the workpiece
surface is the most important element which may
significantly impact the usefulness of the workpiece.
Experimental research on surface roughness of
workpiece in grinding has been done by many authors.
Although the determination of empirical models is not
complicated, their use is usually associated with fixed
process conditions. As a result, the scope of empirical
models is limited [2].
To overcome the above-mentioned problem,
analytical models for surface roughness were tried out to
predict the surface roughness at different grinding
conditions [1,3-6].
An analytical model was developed for the
prediction of the arithmetic mean surface roughness
based on the probabilistic undeformed chip thickness
model by R. L. Hecker and S. Liang [1]. This model uses
ground finish as a function of the wheel microstructure,
the process kinematic conditions and the material
properties. The material properties and the wheel
microstructure are considered in the surface roughness
through the chip thickness model. A simple expression
that relates the surface roughness with chip thickness
was found, which was verified using experimental data
from grinding. This method is simply, easy application
and have referenced by many authors ỉn recently years
[7-8]. However, when applying this method, it is
necessary to determine the value of the roughness adjust
factor (�) in practical case.
SKD11 and SUJ2 steels are types of popular alloy
steel used in machine-building. This steel is popular in
the manufacture of bearing, die mold and so on. In this
*

work, experiment process has been done for surface
grinding SKD11 and SUJ2 steels using Al2O3 and CBN
wheels to get values of � in paper of R. L. Hecker and S.
Liang [1] in each case.

2 Equation for predictive of surface
roughness
From analyzing of chip forming in grinding, R. L. Hecker
and S. Liang [1] proposed the surface roughness equation:
�� = �. 0,37. ℎ�
(1)
Where:
� is roughness adjust factor, it depends on certain
condition.
ℎ� is maximum of undeformed chip thickness. The
existing chip thickness can be predicted as follows [9]:
ℎ� = 2�

by:
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In which,
�� is workpiece velocity.
�� is grinding wheel velocity.
� is depth of cut.
�� is equivalent to wheel diameter, and is determined
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Where: �� and �� are the grinding wheel diameter
and the workpiece diameter respectively.
� is the ratio of the chip width to the thickness. In
practice, it is difficult to determine the value of � and it
is assumed in the range of 10-20 [10]. In this paper, �
was assumed to be equal to 20 as in [7,8,11]].
� is the number of active grits per unit area; it can be
predicted by the following equation [12]:
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and after mathematical simplification, the value of the
surface roughness can be determined by:

(4)

��

Where,
� is the fraction of diamond particles involved in
active grinding process; It is assumed that only one half
of diamond particles is engaged in cutting and � = 0.5
[12];
�� is the equivalent to spherical diameter of grit; ��
is calculated by [13]:
�� = 15.2⁄�
(5)
In which, M is the mesh number used in the grading
sieve; � is volume fraction of grits in grinding wheel. In
this study, the Al2O3 grinding wheels have a
concentration of 100 and CBN grinding wheels have a
concentration of 80, or volume fraction � = 0.2 [14] and
� = 0.25 [15] respectively.
Substituting the equations (2), (3), (4), (5) into (1)
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3 Determining the roughness adjust
factor for some cases
Experimental research was conducted on surface grinding
SKD11 and SUJ2 steels, using Al2O3 and CBN grinding
wheels. The surface roughness was measured by SJ301
surface roughness tester, were shown in figure 1 to 4.
Equation (6) was used to calculate surface roughness with
some values of roughness adjust factor (�), the calculating
surface roughness was also shown in figure 1 to 4.

Fig. 1. R � Simulated and experimental data when grinding SKD11 steel using Al2O3 grinding wheel
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Fig. 2. R � Simulated and experimental data when grinding SUJ2 steel using Al2O3 grinding wheel

Fig. 3. R � Simulated and experimental data when grinding SKD11 steel using CBN grinding wheel
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Fig. 4. R � Simulated and experimental data when grinding SUJ2 steel using CBN grinding wheel

wheels. From this, values of calculating surface
roughness are very similar to experimental data.

From figures (1) to (4), some observations can be
made as follows:
- To get the values of calculating surface roughness
similar to the experimental surface roughness, it is
necessary to choose value of � in practical case.
- When grinding SKD11 by Al2O3 grinding wheel,
value of � depends on value of depth of cut. If � =
0.005 ÷ 0.01 then � = 1.1 ; if � = 0.015 then � =
0.95; and if � = 0.02 ÷ 0.035 then � = 0.85.
- When grinding SUJ2 by Al2O3 grinding wheel ,if
the value of � was selected as � = 1 ÷ 1.05, the value
of calculating surface roughness is very similar to
experimental datas, except when t = 0.015 then
� = 1.1.
- When grinding SKD11 by CBN grinding wheel,
� = 1.05 if �� = 8 ÷ 11�/��� ; in case �� >
11�/��� then � = 1.1.
- When grinding SUJ2 by CBN grinding wheel, if
� = 0.9, the value of calculating surface roughness is in
good agreement with experimental datas.
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